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This mark identifies modern, dependable steel.
Look for It on consumer products.
This is an
artist's concept of
the world's biggest
radio telescope
This giant telescope will use radio
waves to locate objects that are bil-
lions of light years out in space. The
dish-shajjed mirror will be 600 feet in
diameter—about the size of Yankee
Stadium. It will be the biggest mov-
able radio telescope ever known.
As you'd imagine, it is going to take
a lot of material to build an instru-
ment this size. The American Bridge
Division of United States Steel, as a
major subcontractor, is fabricating
and erecting 20,000 tons of structural
steel for the framework alone. The
U. S. Navy through the prime con-
tractor is supervising the entire job.
When it's completed, there'll be a
power plant, office buildings and per-
sonnel facihties for a permanent 500-
man crew. The site is near Sugar
Grove, West Virginia.
United States Steel produces many
of the materials that are essential for
construction: Structural carbon steel;
high strength steels; alloy steels; stain-
less steels; steel piling; steel drainage
products; cements; slag; reinforcing
bars; welded wire fabric; wire rope;
steel fence; electrical cable; and other
alhed products.
The most important building pro-
jects in our nation depend on steel.
And steel depends on men like you. If
you would like to find out about the
many engineering, financial analysis
or sales career opportunities at U. S.
Steel, send the coupon.
t^SS is a registered trademark
United States Steel Corporation
Personnel Division, Room 6250
525 William Penn Place
Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania
Please send me career information
about U.S. Steel.
Name
School
Address
City -Zone State-
^S) United States Steel
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EYES MADE FOR DARKNESS Westinghouse scientists expect that airplane pilots are going
to be able to see the ground clearly on a cloudy, moonless night. Astronomers will be able
to see vastly beyond the present range of their telescopes, perhaps to the final boundary of
the universe, if there is one. Policemen will peer into dark alleys and see through special bin-
oculars. Scientists at Westinghouse are working on the proposition that no matter how
dark it looks to us. there is plenty of "light" everywhere: on a black night, in a coal mine, in a
sealed room. We just have the wrong kind of eyes to see it all. So they have developed a de-
vice that "sees" infrared light which we can sense only as heat...another device that "sees"
ultraviolet light, which we can detect only when it gives us sunburn... still another that picks
up a single "packet" of light, the smallest amount that can exist, and multiplies it into a
visible flash. You can be sure. ..it it's
Westinghouse
ENGINEERS: For full information on rewarding career opportunities at Westinghouse write to
L H. Nog gle, Westinghouse Educational Department, Ardmore &Brinton Roads, Pittsburgh 21, Pa.
LOEB DRAMA CENTER, Harvard Unaersity, Cambridge, Mass-
Archiieci: HucH A. Stubbins & Associates. Cambridge. Mass. Plumbing & Healing
Engineer: Delbrook Engineering. Inc.. Cambriboe. Mass. General Contractor: George
A. Fuller Co.. New York. N. Y. Plumbing A Sprmkler Contractor: C. H. Cronin, Inc.,
Boston, Mass. Heating. I'eniilating & Air Conditioning Contractor: Thomas G. Gallagher,
Inc., Somerville, Mass.
JENKINS VALVES Specified for
Trouble-free Control of All Service Lines
In the new Loeb Drama Center you push a button, get a conventional,
Broadway-type stage. Push another, an "apron type" stage for Eliza-
bethan drama. Push a third— and voila— you have modified
"theater-in-the-round !
'
This well may be the finest, the most versatile and responsive theater
in history'. One thing is sure: its builders, architects and engineers
insisted on practicality along with the stuff of which theatrical dreams
are made. They specified Jenkins Valves throughout the building for
the entire complex of heating, piping and air conditioning lines.
To the men who design, build and operate America's distinguished
buildings, the specification "jenkins" is a trusted protection against
costly valve maintenance and replacement. And they commonly pro-
vide this protection, knowing that Jenkins Valves cost no more.
Jenkins Bros., 100 Park Avenue, New York 17.
Sold Through Leading Distributors Everywhere
3 - ^(^
Jenkins Iron Body Gate Valves in the theater's piping system
JENKINS
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Once again it is time for the TECHNOGRAPH issue from Navy
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rent or former Navy Pier students. Barbara Polan, our award
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Opponiinity for Planning
A permanent site for the University of Illinois at Chicago has been
selected. After many years of delay caused by differences of opinion
among the board of trustees, the political hierarchy of the city and
various civic organizations, an agreement has been reached. Like any
decision which is accepted everyone cannot be satisfied, however, I
feel that most of the interested parties are content with the fact that
some site was finally chosen.
Now those whose responsibility it is to make the decisions re-
garding the contents of the various curricula are face to face with an
opportunity for progress. Many curricula are in dire need of overhaul
and now seems like the proper time to moke any necessary changes.
This new branch of the university could become a perfect example
of education on the modern level. All outdated and out-of-place
courses could be replaced by subjects keyed to satisfy the demands of
our ever-advancing society.
Engineering is one college where the former mentioned changes
are needed. Many of the curricula have such an overlap that it has
been suggested that the common program for freshmen now in exist-
ence be enlarged to include the sophomore year. Another proposal is
a common program in engineering for the entire undergraduate course
of study. A bachelor of science degree in engineering would be award-
ed at the termination of this study and then a fifth year of work would
be taken for the purpose of majoring in some particular field of engi-
neering. This type of program would allow adequate time during the
undergraduate period for a well-rounded study of the humanities,
social sciences, and language courses which are lacking in the cur-
ricula.
It seems that if these changes were incorporated in the new
branch as soon as it opens there will be little difficulty in organizing
the new curricula. However, if the changes are put off there is always
the complication of securing instructors and reorganizing an entire
operation. This could be prevented if the necessary action is taken at
the proper time.
-M. D. M.
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Some Deductions
about the expanding universe
By Carl J. Stehman '61
Tin- possibility that we are living; in
an expaiidiiiu; or contracting universe
has excited astronomers for the past sev-
eral decades. It has gradually come to
be accepted that we are living in a uni-
verse which is expanding, the reason for
this contention being an observable
phenomenon known as the red shift.
I)efinite frequencies are associated with
the light generated by any star, part of
these frequencies beinsr the visible spec-
trum of violet (the highest frequency
visible to the naked eve) to red (the
lowest frequency visible). When for
some reason the entire generated spec-
trum is shifted toward the lower fre-
quencies it is known as a "red shift.
The reason for such a red shift in the
light generated by a star would be the
movement of that star awav from us at
the same time it is generating the ex-
pected frequency, thus causing us to re-
ceive a lower-than-expected frequency.
(See Fig. 1). If the star were coming
toward us a higher-than-expected fre-
quency (or violet shift) would be ob-
served.
Every observable star, no matter
which direction the astronomer looks,
has this red shift and hence must be
moving away from us. From this the
astronomer says our universe is expand-
ing.
At the same time, another interesting
observation has been made of the red
shift—the greater the distance of a star
from us, the greater its red shift, and
hence its velocity away from us. And
we may ask, what is the explanation for
this? The most obvious would be that
the outward speed of the stars is in-
creasing with their distance from us. In-
such a case expansion of the universe
would be accelerating, that is stars
would be flying apart at faster and fast-
er speeds.
But as a second interpretation we
might remember that these stars are
many light years distant from us, and
the light (hence the red shift) that wc
are ob.serving now from them vsas cre-
ated manv years ago. The stars which
are very distant appear to be going away
faster than nearby stars whose light we
see almost immediately after its crea-
tion. It would thus seem that many
years ago Avhen the light from the dis-
tant stars was created, all stars were
mo\ing away very fast, and that since
then they have slowed. If this Is true,
we have a universe whose expansion is
decelerating or whose stars are movina:
apart at slower and slower speeds.
A third case could exist—a combina-
tion of the two already mentioned cases
creating a constant expansion. Or do
any of these contradicting cases exist?
There is a precarious possibilitv of con-
fusion, for the first suggestion hangs on
an element of distance between stars,
while the second is based on a direct
time element. May the reader be now
warned that the suggestions made are
merely pseudosolutions of the phenom-
enon.
In addition to the facts and three sug-
gestions already given about the red
shift, it is known that stars at equal
distances from us give equal amounts of
red shift, hence must have equal veloci-
ties. Also we know that the universe is
regulated by two important rules set
forward by Einstein. First, that all
bodies in it are nonpreferential, that is
we would observe the same phenomena
if we were standing on any other star
of the universe. (We are neglecting
here small cyclic motions due to solar
systems, for in effect the solar system
is a part of its star. ) Secondly, the speed
of light is constant throughout the uni-
verse in every direction, no matter what
its source or the velocity of its source.
This means that while a light source
moving away from us sends a lower-
than-expected frequency, the speed at
which the energy (light) in that fre-
quency is coming toward us remains
constant, no matter what the light
source's velocitv.
At this point let us perform an analy-
sis showing that the problem of whether
the universe is expanding at an increas-
ing, decreasing, or constant speed is un-
solvable as .<riven here. This analysis will
provide background for a proposed solu-
tion to the problem.
First let us establish a relationship
between star velocities at a given instant
of time, and by doing so clear the air
of confusion caused by the time lapse
between light creation and reception.
Assume we have three stars equally
spaced on a line such as those in Fig.
2. An observer on the center star (B),
by the fact that stars at equal distance
have equal red shift must see both stars
A and C moving away from him at
equal velocities, though in opposite di-
rections. To an observer on star A, star
B will be moving away at that same
velocity. Let us call that velocity V,.
Meanwhile star C is moving away from
B at V, also, and must thus be moving
away from star A at 2Vi, twice the
velocity. Now, since stars at equal dis-
tances have equal velocities, we can re-
move the straight line condition and
make the statement, "a star twice as dis-
tant as a given star will be going twice
as fast as that given star."
This simple specific relation suggests
a general one to the effect, "the velocity
outward of any star is in direct propor-
tion to the distance of that star from
the point of observation." Indeed this
suggested relationship is a valid one and
can be shown by an extension of the
above specific proof. Consider the first
three stars of Fig. 3 as a system alone
such as we had in Fig. 2. This will
establish that C goes twice as fast as
B, or 2Vj. Now consider stars BCD
as the system of three that we previous-
ly had in Fig. 2. In relation to B. C is
moving away at Vj, and star D is mov-
ing away from B at 2V,. D"s net ve-
locity away from A will then be the
sum of its velocity away from B and
B's velocitv awav from A. That sum is
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\ 1 + 2V, = 3Vi. By similar process
it can be shown that star E is moving
away at 4V,. F at 5V,. etc. This proc-
ess may be apph'ed to any series of actual
stars by substituting: imaginary stars in
the gaps where reals do not exist.
This proof shows that at a given m-
-rant of time, stars at a greater distance
trom us are moving away at greater
rates of speed. It thus appears to satisfy
the first suggested solution to our prob-
lem, that our universe is expanding at
an increasing speed. But let us think-
about the situation more carefullv.
Ir the stars of Fig. 2
along in the uni\erse. Could they not
all be slowing down, but yet the outer
stars be going faster because their origi-
nal velocities were greater? The pseudo
proofs have led us astray by mixing up
distance and time relationships and b\
making us think that a proof of sug-
gested case one or two is proof of an
accelerating or decelerating universe.
Our mode! in Fig. 3 gives an instan-
taneous relationship that clears the air
of this confusion. It is now easy to see
that all stars could be speeding up, slop-
ing down, or remaining at constant
speeds. The speed of a star has nothing
to do with its change in speed. Any one
of three possibilities could now exist,
and still satisfy all the given and de-
rived conditions.
First— The universe could be un-
dergoing a rate of change which is de-
pendent on distances between the stars,
that is when two stars are a certain dis-
tance from each other, they must be
traveling away from each other at a
certain velocity.
Second— The universe could be un-
dergoing a rate of change which is de-
pendent on time, that is over a certain
lapse of time stars change their veloci-
ties a certain corresponding amount.
One thing must be pointed out here.
Xomially we think of acceleration with
time as an addition to the velocity made
over a period of time. But a proportion
is destroyed when addition is made to
one of its parts, and we must retain the
distance-speed proportion derived earlier
in this paper. To get around this we
shall use multiplication, which does not
destroy a proportion. Acceleration as a
function of time thus becomes a process
: all speeds being multiplied by a cer-
tain constant which represents the pro-
portional increase in their speeds over
a given period of time.
Third— The universe could be un-
dergoing no rate of change whatsoever,
but only a constant expansion. The
speed over every star would remain ex-
actly what it is now. We can check
with Fig. 2 to make sure that such a
situation could exist. If no velocities are
changing, star B. at velocity V, will
travel to position C in just the time it
takes star C to travel at velocitv 2V,
\
\V^
o "i i L L i
Fig. 1. The star coming toward us "pumps" its frequency into us creating
a higher-than-expected frequency for us to observe. Likewise the star below
it moving away draws its frequency out, causing us to observe a lower-
than-expected frequency (red shift).
V, 2V,
©
D
®
-X-
©
2D
Fig. 2. Stars A and C as seen by observer on B.
Fig. 3. Extension of proof referring to Fig. 2.
to a position at distance E. The distance-
speed proportion is retained.
It should be noted that a combina-
tion of possibilities one and two above
can not exist, for in fact case one could
be considered a specific case of the gen-
eral case two. In other words, a time
situation could be arranged .so that it
appeared to be a distance controlled
situation. Such a combination would be
arranged by making the acceleration
multiple 2 for the time period required
for star B in Fig. 1 to reach position C.
At that time star C v.-ould be reaching
position E. Both stars would have
doubled their speed, and would be in
positions previously occupied by stars
going the exact speeds B and C are
going. Thus the situation appears to be
distance controlled, while it is really
a special case of time control. The same
type situation can take place equally
well for the deceleration possibility.
We must now accept the universe as
expanding at an accelerating, decelerat-
ing, or constant rate, and as a function
of time, not distance. Our problem now,
to which the remainder of this paper
is de\oted. is finding a method of gath-
ering the additional facts necessary to
determine the rate of change of the imi-
verse's expansion.
Perhaps the most obvious method to
find whether stars are speeding up or
slowing dov.n in their travel away from
us is to observe them over a period of
time. If their red shift changes over
this period of time, we should certainly
suspect that their \elocities are doing
likewise. If the red shift of a star is in-
creased, that star would be moving away
from us at a faster speed, and the uni-
verse would be accelerating outward.
Likewise, less red shift would indicate
a decelerating universe. These observa-
tions would also tell us what the rate
of acceleration or deceleration is and
whether it is the right amount to make
the time situation appear to be a distance
situation.
This method of gathering f.icts is
straightforward and looks \ery good on
paper, but unfortunately its application
is not practical. No appreciable change
in red shift can be detected, even when
ob.serving a star for quite long periods
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of time. Does this indicate that the uni-
verse's expansion speed is constant, or
that it is changing so slowly that time
enough has not elapsed for us to detect
it? Such difficulty suggests that we need
a method which enables us to make an
observation of a velocity that was per-
formed many years ago. Just such a
principle is the base for the next sug-
gestion to be made.
A Proposed Experiment
Again we shall return to the situa-
tion of Fig. 3 which is redrawn in Fig.
4 with additions. Here though we are
not concerned with the entire instan-
taneous situation, but only the situation
that could be observed on star A in one
moment. Herein lies the beauty of this
plan—all data necessary is gatheied
within the short period required to make
the necessary measurements. There is no
waiting for the red shift of a star to
change, but instead use is made of the
varying times required for light to travel
from stars of varying distances.
In working this out it will be as-
sumed that velocities of all stars are con-
stant. If then, in actual measurements,
there is a discrepancy with our calcula-
tions, we will know that star velocities
are in some way changing. From the
nature and the extremeness of the dis-
crepancy it can be determined whether
acceleration or deceleration is taking
place and in what magnitude.
The first step is to find two stars
at proper distances. Once again they do
not have to be in a straight line as the
figure and following argument imply,
but may be moved an\'^vhere so long as
they remain at their given distances.
The straight line is merely a tool for
simplifying the argument.
With our stars arranged as they are
in Fig. 4, assume that from star A we
observe B moving away from us. Noting
the red shift from B we find its velocity,
which we know was its velocity a cer-
tain time ago. (that time ^ D over C,
where C = the speed of light (. Let us
name the instant of the creation of that
light /. Also from findings we made
earlier in this paper it can be said that
if a star were at distance 2D it would
be traveling away from us at twice the
velocity of B. But can we see that star
at 2D (or C on the diagram) ? We can
see the star, yes, but we can not see it
in position C! The light created by star
C at instant t has twice as far to come,
hence must spend twice as long in travel
to us, and has not yet reached our view.
We shall look for star C in position C
and record the amount of its red shift
there to find its velocity.
Position C is found by breaking the
distance between positions B and C into
two parts, a and b as labeled on the dia-
gram. The distance D then equals a
plus b. The distance b is traveled by
star C during the time that light from
Fig. 4.
star C is going from position C to B,
for if we observe C at the same time
we do B, the light from those stars had
to leave position B at the same time.
The time required for light to move
from C to B is merely a over C, where
C again equals the speed of light. That
time multiplied by the star's velocity
(which is 2V, for we are assuming
velocities remain constant!) equals dis-
tance b. We may now write the equa-
tions :
b = a(2VJ
C
D = a + a(2V,)
C
which is rewritten:
D
a = V, + l
c
The distance to position C, from star
A is merely D plus a.
The light from star C that we are
now observing was created long before
the light from star B. But they are a
combination of stars from which the
distance-speed proportion derived earlier
must hold. Thus in the combination of
Fig. 4, the velocity observed coming
from star C in position C should al-
ways be just twice that of star B, if th(i
velocities are remaining constant as aS;
sumed.
If the star in position C is goinj
faster (greater than 2V, ) than we hac
expected by our calculations, we ma?
assume that since its light was createc
first, the outward velocities of stars havi
slowed down since then. Liwekise if th«
velocity obsened for the star in posii
tion C is less than expected we may as<
sume that the imiverse is speeding up
in its expansion. Of course an observaa
tion of the expected velocity indicates
constant expansion of the universe.
These deductions are not quite s(-
straightforward as they might seem ai
first glance. In the cases of increasinfi
and decreasing velocities the star wr
observe in position C is not star C,
but some extraneous .star which just hapi
pens to be in the right position. Thj
cause for this misplaced star is our usinji
a constant velocity to find position C
If velocity has been varying, the position
will of course be incorrect. Figures
and 6 explain how in spite of a mistaken
identity, we can tell whether the unii
verse expansion is speeding up or slowi
ing down.
(V'lr comlusKjiis of these deduetions see f(ige 27
)
®
®
®
® © WE CALCULATE
® © REALLY IS
(g) (§)©© OBSERVE B^C"
Figure 5. Situation of universe speeding up. We are looking for a star in
marked position. It is going slower because (1) past stars were going
slower. (2) This star is nearer than actual star C.
®
®
®
® © WE CALCULATE
(B) (C) REALLY IS
® ©©© OBSERVE B^C
Fig. 6. Situati®n of universe slowing down. We are looking for a star in
marked position. It is going faster because (1) past stars were going faster.
(2) This star is more distant than actual star C.
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Introduction
It is possible today to successfully
launch artificial satellites and space ve-
hicles. The major problems ot getting
these vehicles into orbit or free from
the earth have been solved, and a num-
ber of vehicles loaded with scientific re-
search instruments have been launched.
With only a iew exceptions, all these
satellites and space vehicles have sent
back the data they have gathered by
means of transmitted radio signals. Al-
though much information has been
gathered in this way. in the radio trans-
mission, distortion and interference are
introduced into the signal, resulting in
accurate data being unobtainable. In
order to obtain accurate data it is high-
ly desirable that the instrument pack-
age be recovered. In order to do this the
satellite must reenter the atmosphere.
Reentering the atmosphere at space ve-
hicle speed (about 25,000 m.p.h.) poses
problems in aerodynamic heating effects,
large decelerations, and control over
the landing place of the vehicle. To suc-
cessfully recover these space vehicles,
solutions to these problems must be ob-
tained.
Since the recovery of space vehicles
is so important, especially in the case of
a manned vehicle, much research has
been done on these problems. As a re-
sult, a number of solutions have been
obtained, and a number of reentry
methods have been suggested. Here
some of these methods will be presented
along with some of their advantages
and disadvantages. But first, an analysis
of the nature of space vehicle reentry-
will be given.
Background
As a body approaches from outer
space, it enters into the Earth's gravi-
tational field. It is attracted to the
Earth by a force which varies directh
as the product of the masses of the two
bodies and inverseh' with the square of
the distance between them. This force
has a magnitude gi\en by the formula:
m, m.,
F = G ^
r-
where F = force on body
G = gravitational constant
m, = mass of body
m._. = mass of earth
r = distance between centers of
mass of two bodies
Now as the body approaches closer
to the Earth, the force on the body be-
comes greater, resulting in an increase
in the magnitude of its acceleration (at
the velocities considered, relativity ef-
fects can be considered negligible, and
the mass can be considered a.s constant).
As the time the body travels increases,
the magnitude of its velocity increases.
This results in the maximum velocity
being attained at the Earth's surface
(neglecting atmosphere). As the bod\
comes closer to the Earth, more and
more of its potential energy is convert-
ed into kinetic energy, the kinetic en-
ergy reaching a maximum at the Earth's
surface.
When a bod> traveling under these-
conditions enters the atmosphere, it ex-
periences extreme aerodynamic heating
effects and large decelerations, result-
ing in great stress being placed upon
the body. These two conditions along
with guidance and control of the body
comprise the major problems ot space-
vehicle reentry.
Nature of Space Vehicle Reentry
Conditions
There are a number of methods by
which a space vehicle could safely enter
the atmosphere. These methods involve
the use of drag devices, retro-rockets,
and aerodynamic lift. But first an anal-
ysis of the nature of the conditions con-
fronting a reentering space vehicle must
be made.
Consider a space vehicle approaching
the Earth at the escape velocity (about
25,000 m.p.h.). The vehicle will enter
the Earth's atmosphere at some entry
angle. (The entr\' angle is the angle
the vehicle makes with the local hori-
zontal upon entering the atmosphere.)
Two conditions govern the angle at
which the space vehicle may safely
enter. These conditions are skip and
peak deceleration. If the \ehicle enters
at too small an angle, it will skip out
of the vehicle trajectory. A space ve-
hicle skips can he seen by an anhsis
of the \ehicles trajectory. A sp.ice ve-
hicle entering the atmosphere at small
entry angle travels almost parallel to
the Earth's surface. In this condition
the vehicle has a centrifugal lift force
component greater than the force of at-
traction of the earth at the altitude
where the effective limit of the atmos-
phere can be considered. In order to
prevent skipping at grazing entry an-
gles, the vehicle would have to be travel-
ing at this altitude about 18,(MM(
m.p.h. .At orbital \el(x-ity, the cen-
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trifugal litt force component of the ve-
hicle is equal to the force of attraction
of the earth. Therefore there is a def-
inite minimum angle at which the ve-
hicle may enter. For a non-lift vehicle
entering at the escape, lunan or inter-
planetary velocity (about 25.000 m.p.
h.). the angle of entry would not be
less than 4.5 degrees.
As the reentry angle is increased, the
peak deceleration of the vehicle in-
creases, and the amount of deceleration
that can be tolerated determines the
maximum peiTnissible reentry angle.
Peak deceleration is the maximum de-
celeration experienced by the vehicle. It
is the minimum deceleration needed to
prevent the vehicle from burning up in
the atmosphere or crashing into the
surface of the earth due to excessive
velocity. In the case of a manned ve-
hicle, v.here the magnitude of the maxi-
mum deceleration has a definite value,
this angle has rigid limits.
It has been determined that a vehicle
entering at satellite speed (about 18,-
000 m.ph.) at an angle of entry less
than 1.5 deg. will experience a decelera-
tion of about 8.5 G. Peak deceleration
will increase very- rapidly with increas-
ing reentry angle, reaching values of
11 G for an angle of entry equal to
3 deg.. 16 G for an angle of entr\
equal to 5 deg.. and 20 G for an angle
of entry equal to 6 deg. For a manned
vehicle entering at escape, lunar, or in-
terplanetary velocity the conditions of
peak deceleration and skip define an
entry "corridor" about 2 deg. wide. Ex-
tremely accurate guidance systems and
very sensitive controls are required to
enable a vehicle to enter and stay with-
in such a narrow corridor. Therefore, it
is extremely desirable to find a method
of effectively widening this corridor.
This can be done by reducing peak G
and reducing the magnitude of the skip
angle.
After the vehicle has reached a ve-
locity approximately equal to orbital ve-
locity, the vehicle begins to spiral down
to the earth. As the vehicle drops
through the atmosphere its potential en-
erg\- is converted to kinetic energy- and
it begins to gain velocity. When the
atmospheric drag becomes greater than
the amount of potential energ>- being
transferred to kinetic energy, the ve-
hicle begins its plunge toward the Earth.
The plunge phase begins when the at-
mospheric drag reduces the vehicle's ve-
locity and centrifugal lift below that re-
quired for orbit.
As the vehicle moves through the
atmosphere at the high speeds encount-
ered during reentry, it experiences ex-
treme temperature rises due to aero-
dynamic heating effects. This heating is
caused by friction between the vehicle
and the atmosphere and compression of
the gases piling up in front of the ve-
hicle. At steep angles of attack the ve-
10
hide can experience temperatures up to
5000° F. Therefore, it is necessary to
keep the velocity of the vehicle low
enough so that this heat can be dissi-
pated by the means available.
Some of the methods available for
safe space vehicle reentry vrill now be
examined. These will be the retro-rock-
et, multiple pass, and aerodynamic lift
methods,
Retro-Rocket Method
One method of effectively widening
the reentry "corridor" is by the use of
retro-rockets. Retro-rockets are rockets
used for braking purposes. This can be
done by placing the rocket motors in
such a position that when they are fired
their thrust is directed in a direction
opposite to the velocity of the vehicle.
A space vehicle so equipped would.
upon entering the vicinity of the at-
mosphere, fire its retro-rockets. This in
turn would slow the vehicle down. Since
the vehicle could be slowed down to a
speed some-what less than orbital speed
(about 18,000 m.p.h.), skipping would
not occur. Also since the vehicle is
going slower, peak deceleration would
not be as great for a given entry angle,
and this in turn would allow for a
wider reentn' corridor. Once the ve-
hicle has slowed down enough and has
entered denser atmosphere, parachutes
could be used to bring the vehicle safe-
Iv to the groiuid.
Although the method of retro-rocket
reentrx' is the one now used it has some
inherent disadvantages. The biggest of
these disadvantages is that the vehicle
must carr)- an extra supply of fuel for
the retro-rockets. The fuel is bulky,
carries a severe weight penalty, and
reduces the size of the payload able to
be carried. Secondly, the rockets have to
be fired with precise control in order
that the vehicle land within a prede-
termined landing area. This is not eas\
to do. Thirdly, for a given payload a
certain amount of retro-rocket fuel
would be needed, and since this would
be added weight, the launching rocket
would have to be larger.
Notwithstanding these disadvantages,
this is the method which will be used
in the Mercury project that will put a
man in space, and the method now used
for the Discoverer project in which a
few satellite recoveries have been made.
Multiple Pass Method
Another method by which a space
vehicle could be entered into the atmos-
phere is by the use of aerodynamic drag.
In using aerodynamic drag a device is
used which reacts with the atmosphere
in such a manner as to produce a drag
force. This drag force is produced by
both pressure drag and friction drag.
This method utilizes the multiple
pass idea of reentry in conjunction with
skipping. A space vehicle, approaching
the Earth along a parabolic arc. would
enter the atmosphere at a small entr
angle. The small entry angle would
allow the vehicle to skip out of the at-
mosphere. However, while it was in the
atmosphere its velocity would be some-
what reduced due to drag. After skip-
ping out, the vehicle would travel
around the Earth in an elliptical tra-
jectory. When it again came to its peri-
gee it would enter the atmosphere, slow
up, skip out, and travel along a smaller
elliptic path. This process would be re-
peated several times until a circular
orbit is achieved. The vehicle, now
traveling at satellite velocity, could not
skip and drag; slowing it up would
cause it to spiral toward the Earth.
Since its velocity is reduced, peak decel-
eration would be reduced, and therefore
the reentn,' corridor would be widened.
The rest of the operation would be the
same as for the retro-rocket.
The multiple pass method has a(l-
vantages over the retro-rocket in that it
does not carry the severe fuel-weight
penalty, and therefore a bigger pay-
load for a given launching vehicle can
be carried. However, the multiple pass
reentry method takes longer to enter
the atmosphere, the guidance problem
is hardly simplified, and control over
the landing place is difficult to achieve.
Aerodynamic Lift Method
C^ne of the most promising methods
of reentering the atmosphere is one that
makes use of aerod\namic lift and drag.
This method promises a direct way of
entering the atmosphere with good con-
trol over the vehicle and of the landing
area.
Essentially this method consists ot
using aerodynamic lift to control the
vehicle's path while it is entering. For
example, consider a space vehicle enter-
ing at the escape velocity. In order to
safely enter the atmosphere and avoid
skipping and excessive decelerations, the
vehicleniust enter through the 2 de-
gree wide corridor described above. If
a vehicle employing aerodynamic lift
should, through error, enter at too steep
an angle, it could correct its flight path
by utilizing positive lift to bring it with-
in the limits of the safe entry corridor.
Conversely, if it should enter at too
shallow an angle, it could correct its
trajectory and prevent skipping by using
negative left. Thus by employing aero-
dynamic lift during entry, the range of
permissible entry angles is increased and
the entry corridor is effectively widened.
It has been determined that for a
lifting vehicle approaching the Earth
with a velocity of about 35,000 ft. sec.
and employing positive lift up to peak
G and negative lift after peak G. that
the vehicle will not skip out of the
atmosphere for entry angles as low as
4.5 deg. If negative lift is employed
intially the minimum entry angle is re-
(Continucd on Page 28)
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After Graduation?
H. L. Wakeland
Most engineering students face the
future with mixed emotions as gradu-
ation approaches. Graduation is usually
celebrated through commencement exer-
cises and this event is well named as it
marks the commencement of vet an-
other phase of life. Graduation from
elcmentar\" and secondary schools sim-
ply marked the commencement of fur-
ther education for college graduates, but
graduation from college will mark the
commencement of a productive life for
those accepting employment.
What will the future bring? That
depends entirely upon the individual and
the foresight he uses to plan for the
future. For most college graduates, life
has been planned and organized for
them thus far. In pre-coUege schooling
not much choice was offered in course
work or programs available and when
a decision was required. Mom and Dad
or teachers were willing to provide
guidance. "College days" brought great-
er freedom in studies but for most the
economic planning was still done by
Mom or Dad. Likewise, "college days"
were not completely void of academic
guidance from parents or teachers. The
college graduate is faced with planning
his own future and his growth depends
largely upon his own foresight, initia-
tive and perseverance.
An engineers achievement during the
first ie\\- years after graduation usualh
detennines whether he will attain
eventual success or mediocrity and the
achievement during the first iew years
isn't necessarily measured in dollars and
cents but in individual development.
During these first productive years an
engineer should outline for himself a
program of professional, cultural, and
civic growth and periodically appraise
his progress towards these goals. Goals
which should be included in an indi-
vidual program are:
1. growth through work or training
on the job.
2. growth through further educatio.n.
and
3. growth through professional pro-
grams.
The new graduate's first responsibil-
ity- is to his new employer and he should
place the performing of satisfactory-
work abo\e all other goals. A new em-
ployee may have good ideas and be a
likeable person, but if he doesn't per-
form the tasks assigned him, he is an
unsatisfactory employee. On the first
job. the tiew employee should not be too
quick to accept memberships, commit-
tee assignments, or other positions that
will drain off time and effort. Rather,
he should become accustomed to his
new position and its responsibilities and
then accept extra a.ssignmcnts as time
peniiits.
The new engineer has an opportunity
to learn through the experience of others
if he will accept their guidance and di-
rections. In each facet of his work he
should seek thorough understanding and
take advantage of the growth oppor-
tunity through experience.
Secondly, a new engineer needs to
further his education for techiu'cal de-
velopment as well as cultural develop-
ment. Thirty years ago most of our en-
gineers had only one or two courses in
electricity and yet many of them were
instrumental in improving the radio and
communications system. Without fur-
ther technical study they would have
been unable to carry on this work.
Cither developments, such as pre-strcssed
concrete, jet engines, and rocketry, also
require men who had continued to im-
prove themselves technically. The next
thirty years will bring technical ad-
vances as great or greater than those in
the past thirty years, and an engineer
who doesn't further his technical knowl-
edge will find himself "outdated."
Opportunities for further educarion
are readily available in the form of night
schools, correspondence courses, educa-
tional programs offered by employers or
through courses in commiuiity colleges.
The gre.-itcst opportunity, though, is
through planned self-study programs.
Formal course work provides a frame-
work and schedule from which studies
may be programmed, but only self-study
allows the freedom of concentrating on
the more interesting subjects or the
broad scope of coverage sometimes de-
sired.
Engineers normally have not had time
in their undergraduate studies to in-
clude much course work in cultural sub-
ject.s. The engineer needs to develop in
this area as well as in technical areas,
The engineer with a will rounded edu-
cation is the person most likely to ad-
vance in ain organization.
The third responsibility the new en-
gineer has to himself and his employer
is to identify himself professionally and
to develop professional affiliations. One
of the common ways to become identi-
fied professionally is to become regis-
tered, by law, as an engineer in the State
where he practices. Kvery State in the
L nitcd States now has registration laws
and registration may be obtained by ex-
amination. Every major branch of en-
gineering has a professional society and
membership in these organizations pro-
vides professional affiliations. .Most in-
dustrial groups recogm'ze professional
affiliations and professional engineering
registration through the engineer's pay
check as well as through his advance-
ment. They realize the importance of
both and the new engineer cannot af-
ford to forsake his professional devel-
opment.
Each graduate's ultimate success or
failure will depend largely upon his
professional, cultural, and civic devel-
opment after graduation. This develop-
ment in turn will depend upon whether
the graduate has the ability to outline
a well defined program and carry it to
completion. Several publications are
available which might help a new gradu-
ate plan this type of a program, (^ne
entitled, "The First ^ Years" may he
obtained in the College of Engineering
Placement Office. Room 100, Civil En-
gineering Hall. Others entitled, "A
Professional Guide for Young Engi-
neers," "Selected Reading List," "Per-
sonal .Appraisal Form, " "Canon of
Ethics." and "Faith of the Engineer"
may all be obtained in one kit by send-
in two dollars to Engineer's Council
for Professional Development. 2*^ West
39th Street, New "\'ork 18, New 'York.
If you are interested in insuring your
personal development, define your ob-
jectives and outline a program at grad-
uation time. L'se the aids mentioned
above or others available to help outline
your objective. Perimlicallv appraise
\our progress towards these goals and
your chances for future success will be
greatly improved.
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THE WINDING ROAD
A pi il hiiiii/s Lfislir I (Udtiijii (iiiil the trips ice htivc so
long planned lor. The folloicing is of ii trip e/ieli of us
sometime in our lives also must tah. II e add steps in a
direction of uhieli only ice knoie and our days fuse one
into another.
For some of tis the road ivill never end. and lor others
it never leaves the dimensions of the mind. Ihit for a feiv
it ivill find its end atop the lonely i\It. Golgotha.
Some have traveled this road before and found nothing.
Their road was dust\', bitter, full of fear,
And wound round and round as if it didn't know
Where to go.
Some of us don't know what it is out there.
Others say they know, but are they really sine?
Some accept the words of others never questioning the
Mind behind man. A few do know and don't
Need to look—but they do, they feel a need
To renew their view.
Some will watch the road ahead b\- watching
At their feet below. Watching for the shortcut
—
The easy path ahead. They too get lost in the dust
And fog, and never find their way.
A few will fix their eyes ahead—searching, piercing.
Praying, marching. This road can stn^ely be stiaight
And true
—
yet road and dust still are living.
Ever searching, ever restless and wandering
—
Never wait till the dust does die, but throw a side
Glance and move on again, ever searching.
Ever wandering.
Some have traveled this road before, dvisty, some
Have found it straight and true. Dusty—oh so dusty,
Searching always searching, looking, hoping, never
Finding.
And there it is, but \et unknown, a look of
Sadness on that throne. A bit of dust across his
Eyes, or is it I that cannot see. Some will pause
To drive a spike or two—and some will kneel in
Rexerent prayer and pray to Cjod their Journe\'s end.
And as they pray the dust did die. And there it is,
The water pure—the grass is green, and the air is fresh.
And the way seems clear. He kn«ws why he hangs
Up there—saying nothing—always watching, waiting
For others to follow
—
perhaps a few of us.
Mark Hanson
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HIGH-STRENGTH
STEEL BOLTING
By Michael D. Murphy
About ten years ago a new principle
in structural engineering was introduce 1
in the form of high-strength steel bolt-
ing.
These are bolts which can be sub-
jected to high tension which is necessary
in their application to structural frame-
work. Each bolt, nut and two washers
which make up the fastener must con-
form to American Society for Testing
Materials Specification A-,i2>58T. The
bolt is made from a medium carbon
steel, is heat treated, quenched and tem-
pered. The nut is made from a similar
steel, but no heat treatment is required.
The hardened washers are either
quenched and tempered, or carburized,
quenched and tempered.'
The prime reason for the develop-
ment of the high-strength bolt was to
obtain a fastener upon which a prede-
termined amount of tension could be
applied. If this condition could be ac-
complished then a positive gripping force
could be brought about in each bolt and
would not have to be left to chance as
in the case of contracting rivets.- This
work was accomplished chiefly by the
Research Council on Riveted and Bolt-
ed Structural Joints of the Engineering
Foundation.
'
All of the individual uses of these
bolts are too numerous to mention. Has-
ically they are used to make field con-
nections in the steel framework of vari-
ous structures. Many of the office and
factory buildings constructed in the last
decade have had their framework joined
by this tvpe of fastener. Railroads have
recently begun to use bolts instead of
rivets in their bridges and overpasses.
Buildings which after a number of
years have begun to need framework
repair have in many cases been rehabili-
tated by replacing fatigued rivets with
high-strength bolts. The use of bolts
in high-tension power line towers ex-
posed to the effects of weathering is
highly recommended for reasons whicli
will be discussed later.
Primarily there are two tvpcs of high-
strength bolts on the market. The origi-
nal bolt is the type currently produced
by the Bethlehem Steel Company. This
fastener consists of a bolt, a nut and
two washers. The shank of the bolt is
smaller in diameter than the diameter
of the hole in which it is placed. This
type of bolt relies entirely on gripping
force to keep the connected members
from slipping. These bolts are tightened
by means of high impact wrenches with
torques varying from 90 lb. ft. to 1.5^1)
lb. ft. and resulting tensions of from
10,850 lb. to 64,000 lb. depending on
the size of the bolt. It is desirable that
the shank of the bolt does not touch the
periphery of the hole as this will in-
crease the stress in the area of the hole.
The purpose of the washers is to pro-
tect the surface of the connected mem-
bers in the area under the head and
nut from being damaged when the nut
is torqued. Another purpo.se of the
washers is to distribute the stress pro-
duced by the high tension in the bolt.
The absence of washe?s would result in
high stress around each hole. Slippage
will occur if the member is ovcrioadeil
or the bolt is not properly run up. This
can be prevented by taking certain
measures into consideration. Among the
more important steps to be followed air
being sure that the impact wreuchc-s
are properly calibrated and also keeping
the surfaces that will lie under the
washers free from ilirt and paint. Tests
have also shown that galvanized sur-
faces will also induce slippage. Tiie
standarils for manufacturing these
bolts are clearly set forth in specification
•A-325-38T. Concerning the materials
and manufacturing of high-strength
bolts the specification states: Holts or
studs shall be heat treated by quenching
in a liquid medium from above the
transformation temperature and then
tempering by reheating to a nu'nimum
temperature of SdO !•", threads of bolts
or studs may be cut or rolled, nuts need
not be heat treated aiui washers shall
be either quenched and tempered, or
carburized, quenched an<l tempered.
Mechanical requirements in regard to
hardness of washers and bolts are clear-
ly set forth. The percentages of carbon,
manganese, phosphorous and sulphvn-
that are to be used in the marnifacturing
processes are describeil, as are the tensile
requirements, the methods of testing,
and inspecting. These bolts arc avail-
able in diameters ranging from
-"'s
in.
to 1 '4 in. and in lengths from 1 ' . in.
to S in.'
Another type of high-strength lK)lt is
that which is handled by the Automatic
Nut Company. The bolt stock is manu-
factured by the Bethlehem Steel Com-
pany. The threading, interrupted rib de-
sign and special features of the self-
locking nut are all processes carried out
by the .Automatic Nvit Company. Since
this bolt is manufactured by the Beth-
lehem Steel Company, the specifications
previously listed for materials, manu-
facture and strength also apply to this
fastener. The primary difference be-
tween this bolt and the above mentioned
one is that the shank of the bolt in the
area between the head and the threads
is actually larger than the hole into
which the bolt is to be placed. Since
the bolt is larger it must be driven into
place with a hammer. An ordinary 3
to 5 lb. hammer is sufficient for this
purpose. This area which is larger than
the hole is made up of a series of ribs
which cut grooves into the periphery of
the hole as the bolt is being driven in.
The main objective of this bolt is to
place the fastener in bearing. Because
of this initial bearing there can be no
slippage of the connected members. An-
other importatit factor of this induced
bearing is that the bolt does not have
to be put under additional high tension
due to the fact that a high gripping
force is not necessarv. Resulting from
this feature are several more conveni-
ences, for instance, since the nut docs
not have to be highly torqued an ordi-
nary hand wrench is all that is neces-
sary for running it up. This low tension
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means washers are not necessary and
the hex head of the conventional bolt
can be replaced by a rounded head hav-
ing a flat surface at the very
end to
facilitate easv hammering. Although not
necessary in some cases, the
Automatic
Nut Company has available a selt-lock-
ing nut. A chrome-vanadium steel pm
locking device is securely locked
into
the nut, and in turn, locks the nut se-
curelv to the bolt. The end of the lock-
ing pin travels between the bolt threads.
It automaticallv assumes a fixed angle,
establishing a point of impingement
against the bolt and maintaining a se-
cure anchorage against vibration and
shock. This pin acts as a ratchet, mov-
ing the pin up as the nut is tightened,
but making it impossible for the nut to
become loose. An additional feature of
this nut is that the underside of
the
head is tapered so that the greatest bear-
ing is near the outer circumference
of
the head resulting in less stress near
the hole. The interrupted ribs of the
bolt do not peel off when driven in
place and do not pack under the head.
Since the bodv-bound feature eliminates
the possibility of slippage in the
joints,
the members can be painted or galvan-
ized if desired. For structures
exposed
to the weather galvanized components
are available.''
In May 19=i9, the data from tests
conducted' by Dr. Warren C. Young,
Assistant Professor of Engineering Me-
chanics at the University of Wisconsin,
were published. The tests conducted at
the request of the Automatic Nut Com-
pany produced definite results which
clearly showed the relationship between
the high-tensile strength structural
bolts.
As far as deformation is concerned, up
to a certain point both types of bolts
act approximately the same. Greater
loading proved that the interrupted-
bolt prevented slip which was noted m
the hex head bolt. Also shown in the
test was the tendency for the interrupt-
ed-rib bolt to carry a greater shearing
load because of its larger cross-sectional
area.'^
Many advantages can be had by the
use of high-strength structural bolts.
Greater clamping force can be obtained
which results in greater fatigue strength.
High-strength bolts are permanent, for
to date none have loosened which were
properly installed. Of greater import-
ance to railroads in particular is the
fact that the nuts on these bolts resist
loosening when subjected to extreme re-
versed loading such as that applied in a
railroad bridge. From the viewpoint of
installation high-strength bolts possess
many conveniences not found in rivets.
Bolts are installed cold and consequent-
ly there is no fire hazard. These fasten-
ers are easy to assemble and can be put
in place by smaller, less experienced
(Continued on Page 29)
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High tensile strength boUs of interrupted-rib design were used in
the
erection of power line transmission towers 398 feet high.
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Is your future up in the air?
As the communications needs of our nation become steadih'
greater and more complex, the Bell Telephone S>stem is
continuing its pioneer \\ ork in micro\\a\e b\' "taking to the
air " more and more to get the word across.
To this end. Western Electric — the manufacturing arm
of the Bell S\stem — has the monumental task of producing
a large p;ut of the microwave transmission equipment that
knits our country together by shrinking thousands of miles
into mere seconds.
In spite of its great technological strides, the science of
radio rela\- is a rapidl\'-changing one. .-Vnd new break-
throughs and ad\ances are common occurrences. A case in
point: our Bell System 'TH" Microwave Radio Relay. This
newest de\elopment in long-distance telephone transmis-
sion will eventualh- triple the present message-carr> ing
capacity of existing long-haul radio relay installations. .\
fuU-saile s\stem of 6 working and 2 protection channels can
handle 11,000 telephone messages at the same time.
To make micro\va\e work takes a host of special equip-
ment and components: relay towers, antennae, waveguides,
traveling wavetubes, transistors, etc. But just as important.
it takes top-caliber people to help us broaiien our lion/ons
into such e.xciting new areas as communication b\ satellites!
.\nd microwave is onl\' part of Western Electric's oppor-
tunity story. We have—right now—hundreds of challenging
and rewarding positions in virtuallv all areas of telephony,
as w ell as in development and building of defense communi-
cations and missile guidance s\stems for the Government.
So, if >'our future is "up in the air," \ou owe it to your
career to see "w hat's up" for you at Western Electric.
Opportunities exist for electrical, mechanical, inciustrial, civil and
chemicoi engineers, as well as physical science, liberal arts, end
business majors. For more information, get your copy of "Western
Electric and Your Career" from your Placement Officer. Or write
College Relations, Room 6105, Western Electric Company, 195 Broad-
way, New York 7, N. Y, And be sure to arrange for a Western Electric
interview when the Bell System recruiting team visits your compus.
MANUFACrUtINC AND su^nT UNtT or TMI till STitiM
Principal manufscluring locations al Chicago. III.; Kearny. N. J.: Ballimore. Md.: Indianapolis. Ind : Allenlown and tajreldale. Pa.. Winston-Salem. N C ; Buffalo. N. Y : North tndoMr.
Uass.: Omaha. Neb.: Kansas City. Mo.: ColumlxiS. Ohio: Oklahoma City. Okla. Engineering Research Center. Princeton. N J Teletype Corporation. Skokie. Ill . and
tittle Rock. Ark. Also Western Electric distribution centers in 33 cities and installation headauarters in 16 cities General headquarters: 195 Broad«ay. New York 7. N *
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there's room to
i
atSIKORSKY AIRCRAFT
A "stream-of-action" environment with unusual growth
possibilities should be a major factor in a choice of
career. And that's an excellent reason for considering
carefully the opportunities existing in Sikorsky Aircraft.
We believe that our company is just the "right-sized
stream". Young engineers can enjoy diversified, small-
group activities, as well as stature opportunities in a
field that is wide open to the expression of imagination
and professional competence.
Sikorsky Aircraft is the company which pioneered the
modern helicopter. Our current program is far-ranging
and is recognized as one of the broadest and most
challenging in the entire aircraft industry.
Work associations are stimulating and in an atmosphere
of progress. Assignments could include joining an elec-
tronic team of twenty to thirty associates—or—working
with a highly selective group of four or five on interest-
ing problems of radiation, instrumentation, auto pilot-
age, automatic stabilization, etc.
If you want to enter this "stream-of-action" , the time is
now. Opportunities for personal progress have never
been greater.
For detailed information about careers with us. please
write to Mr. Ja.iies L. Piirfield. Employment Supervisor.
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
STRATFORD
CONNECTICUT
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HOW FORGED PARTS
help airplanes haul
bigger payloads
III an airliner, every pound of weight saved is worth hundreds of dollars
... in revenue-making pavload. And in military airrrafl, pounds saved mean
added miles-per-hour ... or added load carrieil.
In commercial products . . . trucks, cars, materials-handling equipment . .
.
the pounds of dead weight )ou eliminate by using forgings make money
year-after-year for the operator. The forging process lets you put the rnclal exactly
where you need it to carry the load, withstand shock or vihration.
endure torsion. And with not a surplus ounce of non-working weight going
along just for the ride.
Forged parts are the designer's friend . . . strong where strength is needed,
lowest in weight, twice-worked by original rolling of the best metals
plus the hammer blows or high pressures of the forging process.
Write for literature to help you specify, design, and procure forged parts.
(AJK£yv\^ /iXb CO x>-tXaje^ \paJtX, , cLe>iyij^<yx, JUb Xo Aye^ FG R.G H
&
Drop Forging Association • Cleveland 13. Ohio
Namtx of spitntonng rom/tu'i*. t.i ifiii magatinf
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Technociitie . . .
PEGGY FLEMING
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Peggy Fleming is this month's "Technobeauty." She is a compact 5' 3" girl
with 36-22-35 statistics. This includes big beautiful blue eyes with a smile to
match. Being a junior in child development, she has varied interests. Aside from
children she likes onion pizza, chocolate candy, green mints, boys, and golf,
not necessarily in that order. She is also a town girl (Urbana town) and an active
member of Alpha Gamma Delta. All interested engineers are invited to analyze
the situation and make adequate proposals.
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IRRADIATION
PRESERVATION
By Irwin E. Tuckman, E.E. '62
On August 5, 1955 a new tool for
research was put into use at the Ar-
gonne labs. The Gamma Irradiation
Facility, as it is called, provides a
means for studying the effects of gam-
ma rays on foods, organic chemicals.
plastics, electronic components, pharma-
ceuticals, and mercury vapor lamps and
probes to be used in highly radioactive
situations.
One of the most interesting experi-
ments being carried out at the facility
is that sponsored by the Army Quarter-
master Corps. The Corps is studying
the sterilization of food by irradiation.
The objective of the study is to deter-
mine whether irradiation can be used
as a substitute for heat and chemicals
as a means of food preservation with-
out impairing the natural colors, flavors,
odors, or textures of the foods. The
Quartermaster Corps hopes that this
method will make it possible to provide
troops with fresh foods even in situa-
tions where supply problems are se-
vere.
At present the food industry uses
canning, which requires that the food
be cooked, and freezing, which provides
fresh food but requires constant refriger-
ation until the product is used. It has
been found that food samples subjected
to gamma rays become sterile through
the destruction of bacteria. In the ab-
sence of bacteria, fresh food remains un-
spoiled for long periods of time without
refrigeration.
In the gamma irradiation experiment
food is protected from exposure to air
by sealing it in cans, but the pre-cook-
ing of the conventional method is not
necessary. Gamma rays, like X-rays, do
not leave a residue of radioactivity, so
food can be eaten immediately after
being irradiated, or kept for a long time
before being eaten.
Conclusive proof of the effectiveness
of this method of food preservation can
be seen on a small table at Argonne.
In the same room v/here the facility is
housed stands a small table with food
samples on it. The different types of
foods are paired in hermetically sealed
plastic bags. Each pair of bags is dated.
One has been subjected to gamma ir-
radiation, the other has not. One of the
best examples is the pair of bags that
originally contained one meat patty
each. Last year when the author of this
article was at Argonne the irradiated
rw:
one was still fresh, and if squeezed its
juiciness was very apparent. The bag
that contained the untreated patty had
nothing left in it but a few brownish
crumbs. The bags had been sealed up
a few years previous. It is important to
note that these food samples are kept
at room temperature and have no spe-
This is a view of the transfer operation. The rack on the left is the irradiation
rack. The man on the right is filling the urns.
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At Convair, we know hovs imporlanl it is to
choose your first association wisely. We can
almost always help to make the decision a little
easier, w hether or not you choose Convair.
No company can be all things to all graduates,
but Convair offers some unusual advantages that
should interest you. \Ve"re a big company, but
provide many of the advantages usually consid-
ered unique to smaller firms. Our engineering
departments, for example, are purposely organ-
ized into small, specialized groups, achieving a
climate of individualism rare in a company our
size. Also, a large organization can pursue a vari-
ety of independent research and technical studies;
its resources provide an extra measure of stability.
Looking for real opportunity? Convair. as a
member of the General Dynamics family, offers
what is probably the most advanced and diversi-
fied list of programs and products in the aero-
space industry.
Salary? '\ou"ll find us competitive right down
the line.
Location? Convair"s operating divisions arc lo-
cated in California and Texas. Each has advan-
tages: all are in medium-sized metropolitan areas.
Associates? Distinguished men in your field
have chosen Convair as their company; the best
place to express their ideas and formulate their
careers.
Graduate study? Convair aggressively encour-
ages graduate study and participation in local
educational programs through lecturing and
teaching.
Yes. before you decide, pick up all the facts
about Convair. You'll find them in our new bro-
chure, "Engineering Opportunities." See it in
your placement oflfice or write for a copy. Address
Mr. H. T. Brooks, Engineering Personnel Ad-
ministrator, Convair General Office, San Diego
12, California.
CONVAIR
A DivrsiON OF
GENERAL DYNAMICS
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Below is a view of the carrier's in-
terior with a model of a fuel rod in
one of the four compartments. The
space between the cylinders is filled
with water to cool the fuel elements.
This is a carrier used to transport
the spent fuel rods from Idaho to
Argonne. Four fuel rods can be ship-
ped at one time.
cial treatment other than being: sealed
from the air and treated by the gamma
rays.
The Gamma Irradiation Facihty it-
self consists of a 30,000 gallon pool of
water, about 20 feet deep, 30 feet long
and 15 feet wide. At the bottom of the
pool is the Gamma Irradiation rack,
containing the radioactive materials.
The water acts as a shield to protect
personnel from the gamma ra\'s, and at
the same time permits the experimenter
both to work and see what he is doing
directly. There are three rectangular
openings 12 \ 7 feet, in the floor above
the pool. These are both the "windows"
and "doors'" to the work area at the
bottom. When not in use the openings
are covered by floor gratings with trans-
parent Plexiglass on the underside.
The Gamma Irradiation rack holds
eight to twelve highly radioactive urani-
um fuel elements. These are spent fuel
elements from the Materials Testing
Station in Idaho. Each element provides
about 70,000 curies of gamma radia-
tion. (A curie is a measure of the ac-
tivity of a radioactive substance.) The
elements are so arranged in the rack
that the materials to be tested are set
between them.
Transportation problems for the
highly radioactive fuel elements were
solved by the design and construction
of a special 26,000-pound container
about four feet in diameter and six feet
high. Inside is a 12 inch thick lead
shield within which four fuel elements
can be carried. This shield design pro-
vides for cooling the fuel elements with
water during transportation.
The operational procedure for the ir-
radiation of samples is as follows: The
samples are canned in number 2 cans,
and the cans and their contents are
sealed in weighted aluminum cylinders
called urns. The urns can hold ma-
terials up to 4 inches in diameter and
28 inches in length. They are placed in
a metal basket and lowered through the
water to the floor of the pool by a hoist.
From here the urns are transferred one
at a time to the irradiation rack and
placed vertically between the fuel ele-
ments. This transfer operation is done
by hand with the use of a long-handled
tool.
To produce unform irradiation the
urns are rotated at 5.8 revolutions per
minute by motor driven cups in the
bottom of the rack. Predse daily meas-
urements provide data on the intensity
of the radiation at different openings in
the rack. Thus by this measurement and
the rotation of the urns the samples are
exposed to known intensities of gamma
radiation for an accurately-measured pe-
riod of time. Doses in the main rack
range from 500,000 to 3 million rads
per hour. For lower doses of radiation
per hour samples are placed in other
areas of the pool.
"The rad is defined as the absorbed
dose of any ionizing radiation which is
accompanied by the liberation of 100
ergs of energ)- per gram of absorbing
material."
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The Nuclear Ship Savannah
is capable of sailing; 350.000 nautical
miles without refueling. Her uranium
oxide fuel is packaged in tubes of Nickel
Stainless Steel, more than 5.000 of them.
In all, engineers specified 200,000
pounds of Nickel Stainless Steel for use
in the ship's reactor... to meet the de-
man<is (•! lu.uri I'lu-raiing piessures and
temperatures, and to provide much-
needed strength and corrosion resist-
ance in this critical application.
How Inco Nickel helps engineers make new designs possible and practical
When you design equipment, you'll
have to select materials to meet given
service conditions — materials that
might have to resist corrosion, wear,
high temperatures, or fatigue. Over
the years, Inco has developed new
alloys and gathered information on
the performance of materials under
these and many other service con-
ditions. Inco will be glad to put this
data at your disposal to help solve
your future metal problems.
Inco's List "A" contains descrip-
tions of 200 Inco publications which
are available to you, covering appli-
cations and properties of Nickel and
its alloys. For List "A", write Educa-
tional Services.
The International Nickel Company, Inc.
New York 5, N. Y
New push-button roof uf Nickel
Stainless Steel turns a weatherproof
auditorium into an open-air stadium in
a matter of seconds. The dome will pro-
vide years of carefree beauty. That's
because stainless steel with Nickel in it
is one of the most durable of metals. It's
corrosion-resisting all the way through.
Needle's eye reveals relative size
of a Thermistor, a tiny bead maile with
Nickel oxide—u.sed to measure tempera-
tures in and beyond the earth's atmos-
phere. The Nickel oxide helps develop
electrical properties for the accurate
recording of temperature changes as
small as I /50th of a degree!
INTO INTERNATIONAL NICKEL
The International Nickel Company, Inc., is the U.S. allilialc uf The liilfinatiunal Nickel Company of (ana. la, l.imitiMl dnco-Canailn)
-producer of Inco Nickel, Copper, Cobalt, Iron Ore, Tellurium, Selenium, Sulfur and Platinum, Palladium and Other Precious Metals.
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Biggest thirst in the universe
Each 6,000,000 pound thrust rocket ship now being planned for manned
interplanetary exploration will gulp as much propellant as the entire capac-
ity of a 170 passenger DC-8 Jetliner in less than 4 seconds! It will consume
1,140 tons in the rocket's approximately 2 minutes of burning time. Required
to carry this vast quantity of propellant will be tanks tall as 8 story buildings,
strong enough to withstand tremendous G forces, yet of minimum weight.
Douglas is especially qualified to build giant-sized space ships of this type
because of familiarity with every structural and environmental problem
involved. This has been gained through 18 years of experience in producing
missile and space systems. We are seeking qualified engineers and scien-
tists to aid us in these and other projects. Write to C. C. LaVene, Box 600-M,
Douglas Aircraft Company, Santa Monica, California.
Dr. Henry Ponsford, Chief, Structures Section, discusses valve and
fuel flow requirements for space vehicles with j^^ll^l AQ
Donald W. Douglas, Jr., President of L/UUULHO
MISSILE AND SPACE SYSTEMS MILITARY AIRCRAFT DC-8 JETLINERS CARGO TRANSPORTS AIRCOMB® GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
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Tau Beta Pi Essay
. . .
ON CHOOSING A JOB
By John H. Painter
Experience is a wonderful thing. I ii-
tortunatelv. the average college gradu-
ate, ready to embark on a career in the
business world, lacks the proper experi-
ence when it comes to picking a job.
Of course, in some career fields, pick-
ing a job may not be so much the prob-
lem as just finding one. However, it's
pretty well established that today's en-
gineer graduate does have a rather good
selection of emplo\iiient opportunities.
With a large number of available
jobs to choose from, it becomes increas-
ingly important for the young engineer
to use sound judgment in this area of
job selection.
In conversations with my contempor-
aries, men who will graduate with
either B.S. or M.S. degrees during the
calendar year 1961, I have become fa-
miliar with the job selection criteria
being used by a fairly representative
group of today's engineer graduates.
It is interesting to list some of the
things these men are considering as de-
termining factors.
Among the men who ha\e not yet
seen military service and who are not
participating in the R.O.T.C. program,
one prime question is, "What are the
possibilities of draft deternnent in this
job?"
Among those who, for one reason or
another, are not worried about the draft
an often heard question is. "How many
hours a week would I work?" or, "How
many weeks vacation do I get?
How seldom is heard the question,
"Will this job present a challenge to
me?" Or. "WTiat are the chances for
additional training in my field?"
The major criteria, of course, seem
to be, "WTiich company will pay me the
most?" And, "Of the companies paying
the same, which has the greater fringe
benefits?"
I don't wish to pass myself oft as a
man of any great experience at job se-
lection. As a matter of fact. I have
never held a salaried job in the civilian
business world. I have, however, held
a good-paWng position in militar>' serv-
ice. It is on the basis of that experi-
ence that I write this article. Perhaps
what I learned over a period of foin'
and one-half years is worth relating.
In 1933. after my freshman year in
college. I joined the Air Force, enter-
ing the Aviation Cadet Program. This
program lasted fourteen months during
which time I earned approximateh
$108 per month. Although the pay was
small, the training program, designed
to turn out proficient aircraft naviga-
tors, commissioned as otHcers. was ex-
cellent. The pace was fa.st, the work
challenging. The fourteen months
passed rapidly and I found myself grad-
uating well up in my class.
The job assignments upon graduation
were given on a choice basis with the
men at the top of the class having first
choice. I had thirteen assignments to
choose from.
Now here, I feel, is a situation com-
pletely analagous to that of today's en-
gineering graduate.
I remember, now, exactly how I made
the choice. There were assignments for
transport navigators to such places as
Dover, Delaware ; Charleston, South
Carolina; and San Antonio, Texas.
There were assignments to aerial re-
fueling squadrons. There were assign-
ments to advanced schools such as Stra-
tegic Bombardment, Electronic Coun-
temieasures, and Radar interceptor.
There was one lone assignment which
read: MATS (Military Air Transport
Service), Permanent Part)', Palm Beach
.Air Force Ba>e, Florida. That was it!
"Palm Beach, here I conjc!"
I chose strictly on the basis of geo-
graphical location.
And so I went to Palm Beach and
an income that first year of approxi-
mately Sb.lMKI. 1 was twenty-one years
old. I found that niy new job required
about four hours per day of my time
and about two hundred hours per year
of flying time. For the rest 1 was free
to do as I pleased ; explore the be.iches,
fish, or just plain loaf.
That was the first year. And the
second. The third year, I spent two
months in Brazil and, for the first time,
really earned my salary; for two months
that is. That year I made about ><S,.?0(l.
"A Utopian existence," you say? Well
yes and no. It was at about this time,
the third year, that a niggling doubt
began to creep into my mind. Of course
the money was excellent. But what was
I actually accomplishing? What was I
producing that I would be able to look
back on in ten or twenty years with
pride? The answer was: Nothing.
So, here is that truth which I took
four and one half years to di.scover and
which most people find so hard or even
imp>ossible to accept: "Unless you pro-
duce something, be it physical products
or ideas, which you can look back on
with pride; and unless >our work is a
continuous challenge; not even money
can keep you satisfied with your job."
Now, I would like to list the factors
I will consider the next time:
1). Salary: Certaintly, salary is a
major consideration. However, 1 will
consider a lower paying job if it looks
more interesting,
2). Job Description: I consider it
highly important to know, if not exact-
ly, then as closely as possible, the duties
and opportunities of the job,
3). Opportunity for Further Train-
ing: I think that it is essential that an
engineer continue to develop in his field,
both for his own and for his emplo>cr's
benefit.
4). Geographical Location: Least im-
portant, perhaps is this last factor. It
should be important only in its effect
on the living conditiotis of the engineer
atul his family.
A job is not just a means of support.
Rather, it is a large measure of living.
Initial care in selecting that first job
will be repaid many fold, not just in
material gains, but, perhaps more im-
portantly, in pride and satisfaction.
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Surveying:
TELLUROMETER
measiu^es by radio waves
By Ronald Lejman
One of the most troublesome prob-
It'ins facing surveyors today is the pre-
cise measurement of distances over
rough terrain. For this reason triangu-
lation, a method for extending horizon-
tal control which requires few length
measurements and many angle measure-
ments, has been used extensively.
A few years ago a Swedish physicist
developed a device for measuring dis-
tances which essentially measures the
time taken for a beam of light to travel
to a distant reflector and return. Since
the velocity of light is known the dis-
tance the light traveled could be easily
computed. The main objection to this
process is that it may only be used on
clear nights.
About two years ago, a device was
invented by Mr. T. L. Wadley, a sci-
entist on the staff of the South African
Council for Scientific and Industrial Re-
search, which would measure distances
most frequently encountered by the av-
erage surveyor with great accuracy.
This instrument is called the tellur-
ometer from the Greek words that
mean "earth" and "measurement" and
is based on the transmission of radio
waves from one point to another.
The Tellurometer measures the time
in millimicro seconds (10"'' seconds),
for a radio wave to travel from a mas-
ter unit to a remote unit and return.
Since the velocity of radio waves is the
same as for light waves, the distance
between the two units can be found by
a simple calculation. As you can readily
see, if the instrument was 1 '186,000 of
a second off the measured distance
would be a mile off.
The equipment consists of two port-
able units each powered by an ordinary
storage battery used in automobiles, and
each unit is set up at one of the ends
of the line to be measured.
The Tellurometer unit, which looks
like a large flash bulb camera mounted
on a tripod, weighs only 60 pounds pro-
viding easy portability. A two way radio
built right into each unit enables the
surveyors to be in constant communica-
tion with each other.
Method of Operation
Each Tellurometer is mounted on its
tripod and placed at the ends of the
line to be measured. The battery is then
connected and the switches turned oji.
After a warm up period of a few min-
utes radio commimication is established
and final adjustments are made. Weath-
er observations made at both the master
and remote units are recorded at the
master unit. Readings are then taken
using specified frequencies to obtain a
mean distance reading. Final weather
conditions are observed and recorded
concluding the field operations. The
whole procedure has been performed .n
twenty minutes including the setting up
of equipment. The surveying party con-
sists of three men, an operator at each
unit, and a recorder at the master unit.
The readings taken from the instru-
ment are time readings in millimicro-
seconds. These must be converted into
feet, but before that can be done the
readings must be corrected for mean air
pressure, mean temperature, and mean
\apor pressure. The corrections are de-
termined from meteorological data taken
in the field and from tables correspond-
ing to this data. Because the velocity of
radio waves \aries considerably with
changing weather conditions, it is of
utmost importance that weather obser-
vations be made both before and after
readings are taken.
All distances measured \\\x\\ the 1 el-
luronu'ter are slope distances and must
be changed to horizontal distances by
determining the differences in elevation
of the two stations. Vertical angles,
leveling, or aneroid barometers are
used for this purpose.
The most effective range of the in-
strument lies between 5 and 40 miles,
although distances as small as 500 feet
can be measured. The operators need
nor be able to see one another, and
haze, fog, or light rain seem to have
no adverse effect on measurements. Sta-
tionary objects in the line of sight do
not affect the readings unless they oit
oft' a considerable portion of the beam.
There is usually no trouble in pointing
the instrument because the beam is 10
degrees wide allowing the operators to
locate each other by approximate direc-
tion. Once contact has been made the
operators can zero in there instruments
by measuring the strength of the beam.
Exact figures on savings due to the
use of the Tellurometer have not yet
been determined. But on two major
operations of the Topographical Survey
in 1057, three sets of equipment were
used and a savings of approximately
$200,000 was made. One thing for sure
is that the savings in time on most
operations will be better than 50 per
cent.
The Tellurometer is a new and ex-
citing piece of surveying equipment, and
its full capabilities have not >et passed
through the minds of man.
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SOME DEDUCTIONS . . .
( C.nntiiiucd frniii Pogr S)
The first line of each of these figures
shows us the position of stars B and C
as we calculate then) to get at the time
star C's light which we observe was
created. Rut this calculation assumed
that all velocities were constant. As
shown in Fig. 5, an increasing velocity
would make the calculated position C
behind the actual location of the star.
This is because part of that time was
spent at lower velocity than we used
in calculations, and our fast velocit)' as-
sumes that much more ground will be
covered while the star's light is traveling
to A than actually is. The correspond-
ing situation for decreasing velocities is
shown in Fig. 6.
The last line of each figure shows all
positions and allows us to see why slow-
er speeds than expected indicate increas-
ing expansion speeds and vice versa.
Note that the position with relation to
star C of the mistaken identity star
reinforces properly the phenomenon we
are observing. That is, when we are ob-
ser\ing a star which is slower than ex-
pected, that star is less distant than the
actual star C. hence intrinsically slower
because of its relative position. This is
in addition to the slower speed that we
nomiallv get because the light was cre-
ated when stars were going slower. The
same reinforcement works in the op
posite sence for the other case, that c\
plained in Fig. b of a faster speed than
expected being observed when the uni-
verse is expanding at slower speeds.
In Conclusion
The author has not pretended to
know a great deal about astronomy or
the expanding universe. In fact all his
knowledge has been deri\eil from the
same few facts that were presented ti>
the reader in the first several paragraphs
of this paper. (The author's inexperi-
ence was withheld from reailers in fear
they would stop reading at the point of
such a discovery.) The main purposes
have been to acquaint the reader with
the expanding universe and some of the
pitfalls (we sincerely hope all those in
ou path have been detected ) involved
in the logic dealing with the expanding
universe. Plus this a compact and seem-
ingly practical method of determining
v.-hether the universe is expanding at an
increasing or decreasing speed has been
presented.
Prof: "If in running down this ramp
I gain five feet per second, v.-hat will be
my condition after 25 seconds?"
Phys. Major: "You'll be
pede."
Apparatus for Vacuum
Evaporations
I Ik- National Hiireau ui .M.iiuiards
has developed a small \acuum chamber
in which a series of vacuum evapora-
tions ma> be accomplished in rapid suc-
cession. T he device provides a siniple,
accurate means for producing the repli-
cate specimens useil in an electron micro-
Mope.
Reason Executives Fail
( )iu- iiMMiii fxetiituf- t.iil is lack ot
tact, reveals Textile W'orhl. .•\ manage-
ment consultant maintains that ''^ per
cent of executive failures are ilue to "so-
cial" reasons—that is, lack of tact. He
told a group of managers recently: "The
executive thinks he can do three things
well—drive a car, understand women,
and judge men. The fact is, he can't
do anv of them as well as he thinks."
a centi-
'Footbair in Industry
A football plays an important part ii'
an oil company's oilfield waterflood
project. The company found a football
an effective answer to a vibration prob-
lem in an injection pump. The ball, in
a steel jacket on one side of the pump.
Ilexes with the pump pulsations, thus
absorbing the sharp kick of water under
pressure.
Why America's state highway
engineers give first choice to iVIodern High-Type
Asphalt Pavement:
MILEAGE BUILT ANNUALLY
BY STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENTS
tIMPORTANT
FACTORS n
' in your
working
life
The 6 most important factors
in your working life are
your 5 skilled fingers and
your A.W.Faber-Casteix
#9000 Drawing Pencil.
You may prefer LOCKTITE
#9800SG Tel-A-Grade
lead holder with Castell
#9030 Drawing Leads.
We are strictly impartial.
You be the sole judge. In
either case you will get
graphite-saturated lines that
won't flake, feather or burn
out—^black, bold image
density, crisply opaque for
clean, sharp prints. 20
rigidly controlled degrees,
8B to lOH, each as precise as
a machine tool. Locktite
Tel-A-Grade, with its finger-
comforting grip, carries an
ironclad 2-year guarantee
from A.W.Faber-Castell.
Pick up your selection at your
college store today.
I
A.W.FABER-CASTELL
Pencil Co., Inc., Newark 3, N.J.
Now cefebraling ils
200th birthday
SPACE VEHICLE . . .
( ('.fiiitmuid from Pilt/c 10)
duced to 1.5 deg. For a lift drag ratio
equal to 2, and when maximum per-
missible (ieceleration is held to about
10 G, the maximum allowable entry
angle can be as great as 10.5 deg. By
using this method for a given peak G,
the range of entry angles is increased,
or alternatively, for a given entry angle
the peak G is reduced.
The use of aerodynamic lift during
reentry has many advantages over the
other methods. With relatively simple
lift programing the skip phase of the
reentry used in the multiple-pass meth-
od can be eliminated. By using aero-
dynamic drag for deceleration, the
necessitv of carrying retro rockets and
the extra fuel is eliminated, thereby in-
creasing the payload. The aerodynamic
lift permits positive control of the ve-
hicle during reentry, and since the ve-
hicle has wings, it can fly to its landing
point and land like a conventional air-
plane.
Heat Protection
As stated previously' a vehicle moving
through the atmosphere experiences
large temperature rises due to aerody-
namic heating effects. Here a brief des-
cription of some of the methods that
can be used to protect the vehicle from
these heating effects will be given.
Two methods of heat protection de-
\eloped for missile nose cones could be
used. One is the heat-sink type, the
other utilizes ablation. In utilizing the
heat-sink the vehicle would be construct-
ed with a flat nose and covered with a
material that is an excellent conductor
of heat. The flat nose would pile up a
cushion of air in front of the vehicle
which would act as a heat insulator,
and the heat conducting material would
help dissipate the heat collecting at the
nose of the vehicle. In the ablation
method, the vehicle woidd be coated
with a material that vaporizes at the
temperatures encountered. As this ma-
terial vaporizes, it absorbs the heat de-
\'eloped by the vehicle and carries it
au'ay.
There is a method that has been pro-
posed that utilizes magnetoaerodynamics
to protect the \ehicle. In this method,
use is made of the conductivity of the
air surrounding the vehicle due to ion-
ization of the gases at high temperatures.
By means of a magnetic field set up
by electro-magnets in the nose cone, a
current is induced in the gas, which in
turn interacts with the magnetic field
of the \ehicle to oppose the fluid motion
and to reduce the heat transfer to the
vehicle.
Other methods of heat protection in-
volve the ejecting of water through
pores on the nose of the vehicle and
internal cooling systems that would col-
lect at nose and dissipate it at the rear
of the vehicle. In ejecting water through
pores in the nose of the vehicle, the
water is vaporized by the heat and
carries that heat away in the same man-
ner as in the ablation method.
In the case of a manned vehicle, not
only would the outstide have to be pro-
tected from excessive heating, but the
interior also would have to have some
sort of cooling system to keep tempera-
tLU'es down to a tolerable le\el.
Conclusion
In conclusion, it is observed that al-
though space-vehicle reentry poses many
difficult problems, these problems are
not insurmountable, and solutions to
many of them have been obtained. In
the methods propo.sed for reentry, it can
be seen that the aerodynamic lift meth-
od is the most promising. Its inherent
advantages make it the most desirable
method to use. However, each method
has its own advantages and disadvan-
tages, and the one selected for a given
project should be selected on the ba^^
of what is technologically possible at
that time. Indeed, the aerodynamic lift
method will require much more research
to make it feasible, and methods such as
the multiple pass and the presently used
retro rocket will have to be perfected
and used for the present and near fu-
ture.
In the final analysis, it may turn out
that a combination of two or three of
the above methods will offer the best
solution. Yor example, the retro rockrt
and multiple-pass methods could be
combined to improve control of the ve-
hicle and shorten the reentry time. The
reentry time could be shortened by fir-
ing retro rockets to assist drag in slow-
ing the vehicle, thereby reducing the
number of passes needed for reentry.
Rockets would also help in guidance
and in controlling the vehicle for more
accurate landings.
Although there are a number of meth-
ods for protection against excessive heat-
ing during reentry, a method for pro-
tecting manned space vehicles has yet to
be perfected. Methods utilizing ablation
and heat sinks seem to be the most
promising and the feasibility of utilizing
magnetoaerodynamic principles still has
to be determined. Again the optium pro-
tection may result from a combination
of all three methods, if not something
altogether different.
Perfection of space vehicle entry tech-
niques is the next major step in the con-
quest of space. At present, much re-
search is going on to find new and bet-
ter ways as well as to impro\e present
methods of reentry. That success !S
being had is evidenced in the success-
ful reentry of the Discoverer satellites.
Once reentry techniques are perfected,
the day man can explore space will be
at hand.
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BOLTING . . .
( Continued from Page 14)
crews. The greater speed of assembly
using bolts instead of rivets can be ex-
emplified by the fact that the difficulty
in maintaining the riveting schedule
during the construction of the Mackinac
Bridge led the American Hridge Divi-
sion of the L nited States Steel Corpor-
ation to propose the use of high-strength
bolts for all of the approach truss spans
scheduled for 1956. and the suspended
spans scheduled for 1957. This proposal
was accepted by the consulting engineer.
Somewhat over 1.000.000 high-strength
bolts were required for this work."
The use of high-strength bolts in such
a structure as the Mackinac Bridge
tends to clearly illustrate the acceptance
of this fastener in structural work.
'Mace H. Bell, A.M.. ASCE. High
Strength Bolts in Strueturul Praeliee:
Proceedings. Structural Division, Amer-
ican Society of Civil Engineers, Vol.
81. Separate No. 651 (Ann Arbor.
Michigan: American Society of Civil
Engineers. 1959). p. 2.
-John E. Lothers, Design in Strur-
lural Steel. Prentice-Hall Civil Engi-
neering and Engineering Mechanics
Series (New York: Prentice-Hall. Inc..
19=i3). p. 96.
Bell. p. 1.
*Iligh-Strength Bolting for Struetiir-
al Joints. Bethlehem Steel Company,
booklet Xo. 495.
Information supplied by the Auto-
matic Xut Company : Lebanon. Pa.
'""Dr. Warren C. Young. Results of
Tests of Struetural Conneeiions As-
sembled with High Tensile Structural
Rib Bolts—Interrupted Ribs for Auto-
matic Nut Companv : Lebanon. Pa.
(Madison. Wis.. 1959). p. S-6.
John W. Kinney. Experienee uith
High-Strength Bolts in the Maekinae
Bridge. Journal of the Structural Divi-
sion-Proceedings of the American So-
cietv of Civil Engineers. Vol. 85. No.
ST3 Part 1 (Ann Arbor, Mich.. 1959).
Ike Honored
tor the second time, a president of
the L nited States received the Hoover
Medal, sponsored by four of the nation's
leading engineering societies. Dwight D.
Eisenhower was presented with the
award at a dinner in Washington. D.C.,
on January- 10th. Herbert Hoover, after
whom the medal is named, was its first
recipient in 1930.
Walker L. Cisler. president of the
Detroit Edison Company, past president
of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, and chairman of the Hoover
Medal Board of Award, made the pre-
sentation.
EVERYTHING
in
Laminated Plastics
From One Source
l^^y^lli
An Example of
Synthane You-shaped Versatility
From the day this plant started it has been
shaped by the needs of customers like you. And
so you find under one roof at Synthane your
complete answer in laminated plastics—sheets,
rods, tubes, molded-laminated, molded-macer-
ated and fabricated parts. Synthane has all the
facilities necessary for designing and producing
tools, dies, jigs and fixtures for fabrication, a
mine of information on the proper methods for
machining laminated plastics. Versatility from
one source. One high quality. One responsibility.
You-shaped Versatilily makes Synthane a Better Buy in Laminates.
[
SYIVTHANE]
CORPORATION OAKS, PENNA.
Synthane Corporation, 13 River Rd., Oaks, Pa.
Gentlemen:
Please send me information relating to Synthane as a source
(or laminated plastic materials and parts.
Name-
Address-
C.tv .Zone Stdlo-
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BRAIN TEASERS
By Ernest Frankovich
Three high schools—Washington,
Lincohi and Roosevelt—competed in a
track meet. Susan, a student at Lincoln
High, sat in the bleachers to cheer her
boy friend, the school's shot-put cham-
pion.
When Susan returned home later ui
the day, her father asked how her school
had done.
'We won the shot-put all ri^ht, " she
said, "but Washington High won the
track meet. They had a final score of
22. We finished with 9. So did Roose-
velt High."
"How were the events scored?" her
father asked.
"I dont remember exactly," Susan
replied, "but there was a certain num-
ber of points for the winner of each
event, a smaller number for second
place and a still smaller number for
third place. The numbers were the
same for all events." ( By "number"
Susan of course meant a positive in-
teger. )
"How many events were there alto-
gether?"
"Gosh, I don't know. Dad. All I
watched was the shot-put."
"Was there a high jump?" asked
Susan's brother.
Susan nodded.
"Who won it? "
Susan didn't know.
Incredible as it may seem, this last
question can be answered with only the
information given. Which .school won
the high jump?
Smith dro\e at a steady pace along
the highway, his wife beside him. "Have
you noticed,'" he said, "that those an-
noying signs for Flatz beer seem to be
regularly spaced along the road ? I won-
der how far apart they are.
"
Mrs. Smith glanced at her wrist
watch, then counted the number of
Flatz beer signs they passed in one min-
ute.
"What an odd coincidence!" ex-
claimed Smith. "When you multiply
that number by 10. it exactly equals
the speed of our car in miles per hour."
Assuming that the car's speed is con-
stant, that the signs are equally spaced
and that Mrs. Smith's minute began
and ended with the car midway between
two signs, how far is it between one
sign and the next ?
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I.S.G.E. Forges Ahead
The Illinois Society ot General Engi-
neers added thirty new members for the
spring semester bringing its total mem-
bership up to 275 ; making it one of the
largest and most active engineering so-
cieties on campus.
Under the leadership of President
Randal Smith and faculty advisors D.
Reyes-Guerra, H, Streeter and T. C.
Hartley the society has taken great
strides to add professionalism to the un-
dergraduate engineering society. This
spring I.S.G.E. will hold a joint meet-
ing with the Champaign County Chap-
ter of the Illinois Society of Profession-
al Engineers to consider starting a stu-
dent society of the Professional Engi-
neers.
One of the highlights of the fall se-
mester for I.S.G.E. was the Engineer-
ing Basketball Tournament where the
G.E.'s edged out the Engineering Me-
chanics Society 37-36 in the first round
of play. Due to a conflict with th?ir
bowling tournament, the G.E.'s were
forced to forfeit in the second round to
the A.S.C.E.
For the second straight year the
I. S. G. E. members outplayed the G.E.
faculty to cop the bowling trophy.
I.S.G.E. holds regular business meet-
ings once a month at which time they
have speakers from industry' or the uni-
versity talk about their specialties. Last
semester the topics of discussion were
"Engineering Administration," "Sales
Engineering," "New L ses for Alumin-
um," and "Bridges."
Leadership of I.S.G.E. is in the
hands of Randal Smith, president ; Lyle
Gerdes, treasurer; and Jerry Wolin and
Gerald Pam, engineering council rep-
resentatives. Vice president Harold
Martin, and secretan' Jim DeCocker
graduated in February. Both of I.S.
G.E.'s Engineering Council members
hold offices in that organization ; Wolin
is vice president and Pam is treasurer.
One of the big events of the spring
semester will be the Annual Senior Ban-
quest at which time faculty and stu-
dents turn out to honor the G. E. sen-
iors.
Redetermination of the Half Life
Of Carbon 14
A recent redetennination of the halt
life of carbon 14 by the National Bu-
reau of Standards yielded a value ot
5760 years. The value previously ac-
cepted is 5568 years, a weighted a\er-
age of three experimentally determined
values. This discrepancy will affect the
dating of such artifacts as the Dead Sea
Scrolls.
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Architectural
LIGHT DECORATIONS
A drive to develop broad applications
of man's newest light source, electro-
luminescence, in the architectural and
interior design field, has been launched
by the Westinjihouse Electric Corpora-
tion.
F. M. Sloan, Westinfjhouse \ice pres-
ident and general manager of the com-
pany's lamp di\ision, announced that
company engineers have de\eloped elec-
troluminescence to the point where large
Raxescent lamps may be used succe.ss-
fidly and economically for a myriad of
applications in the architectural, inter-
ior-design and decorator field. I7se of
the uiuisual Raycscent lamps will liter-
ally open up entirely- new vistas in
architectvne and interior design. Mr.
Sloan said.
Rayescent lamps are Hat panels of
glass with an electrical conductive
film. They are coated with a special
phosphor. When electricity is applied.
the jianels glow. There are no filaments,
tubes or vapors and practically no heat
is produced. Not onl>' are the lamps
\irtually fail-proof, but the current
drain is almost negligible.
The large panels of light will enable
architects and designers to perform en-
tirely new feats with light in homes,
offices, restaurants, cocktail lounges,
lobbies, ele\'ators and public buildings,
Mr. Sloan said. Because they are two
dimensional, the Rayescent lamps ma\
be used in a variety of ways. Walls,
ceilings, room di\iders, table tops, mo-
biles, sheK ing and furniture parts are
just a few of the possible uses for the
new area light source.
Rayescent lamps are available in
sizes up to .ill inches square. The\' can
he obtained in a variet\ of colors in-
cluding green, orange, blue and yellow.
Irulividual lamps may be multicolored.
The lamps can be made in practicalh
.•ui\ two-dimensional shape. Decals or
silk screening can be applied to the sur-
face of the Ra\escent lamp to protlucc
an\ desired design.
Lightweight aluminum fixtures are
available for easy, inexpensive, mount-
ing of the Rayescent lamps. The inten-
sity of the light produced b\ the Ray-
e.scent lamps may be changed by means
of a simple dinuning device. Kach lamp
is made with a quick-tlisconnect plug
for easy replacement.
The life of the Rayescent lamp is ,ip-
proximately SOttO hours, compareii to
an average of 7S() hours for an incan-
descent lamp. Light output is approxi-
mately 10 foot-lamberts at 6(M) volts, h(l
cvcles. Power converter kits are avail-
•ible from W'estinghouse.
.A high ilegree of safetv is inherent in
the design of the lamps since no metal
back is used. W'estinghouse engineers
will design installations to meet electri-
cal inspector's code requirements.
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BOOK REVIEW
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING
By Warren J. McGonnagle, Associate Physicist, Argonne National
Laboratory. 457 Pages, McGraw-Hill. $15.00
The physical principles, techniques,
advantages, and limitations of the vari-
ous methods of nondestructive testing
are covered comprehensively in this new-
ly-published volume. Based on applied
physics, the treatment in the book
stresses nondestructive testing as a sci-
ence . . . and outlines the nhat. uhy.
Iioic. liheii. and -uhere of this rapidly-
developing technolog)'. The author
points out that this type of testing is
concerned not only with the detection
and location of flaws in materials, but
that its methods and techniques measure
physical properties or nonunformities in
the physical properties of specific ma-
terials.
Physical principles which underlie a
particular test method form the basis for
each of the book's chapters . . . and spe-
cial techniques for solving a variety of
practical problems are included. Among
the major testing procedures treated in
detail in this integrated volume are
visual testing, pressure and leak testing,
liquid penetrant inspection, theniial
methods. X-ray and gamma radiogra-
phy, ultrasonics, dynamic testing, mag-
Kodak Chemists Contribute to
New Science Encyclopedia
Two Kodak scientists have contri-
buted to a new "Encyclopedia of Spec-
troscopy," to be published this month
by Reinhold Publishing Corp.
Dr. Richard L. Dahm and John A.
Leys of Kodak's industrial laboratory
report on semiquantitive industrial
chemical analysis by emission spectro-
scopy. This is a technique by which ele-
mental components of a sample and
their amounts are identified by burning
the material to be studied and analyz-
ing the wavelengths of energy- it gives
oft.
Dr. Dehm, a graduate of Illinois
Wesleyan University and the L ni\er-
sity of Illinois, is a technical associate
at the industrial laboratory. He joined
Kodak in 1934. He is a member of the
American Chemical Society, the Society
for Applied Spectroscopy, the Ameri-
can Society for Testing Materials and
Sigma Xi, honorary scientific fraternity.
Leys, an analytical chemist at the
laboratory', is a graduate of Calvin Col-
lege, Mich. He joined Kodak in 1956.
He is a member of the Society for Ap-
plied Spectroscopy.
netic and electric techniques, and eddy
current methods.
Nondestructive test work in the
growing field of atomic energ\' is em-
phasized. Anuother feature of the book
is the number of detailed illustrations
and tables which highlight actual test
procedures. Other topics presented in
this guide include a complete chapter
on thickness measurements, and a section
devoted to such specialized techniques
as spot tests, sulfur printing, spectro-
chemical analysis, spark testing, activa-
tion analysis, residual stress, and many
others.
Warren J. McGonnagle is presently
a Group Leader in the Metallurgy' Di-
vision, Argonn.e National Laborator>'.
He is in charge of nondestructive test-
ing, dealing primarily with the develop-
ment of test techniques for nuclear re-
actor components.
Further details on McGonnagle's
\ondi\(triiitive Testing are available
from the McGraw-Hill Book Infomia-
tion Senice, 327 West 41st Street,
New York 3b. N.^'.
Galileo's Works Published
All principal .--cienntic uuri;^ by Gali-
leo, pioneering 1 7th century experimen-
tal physicist. no«' are available at one
time in English. The series has just
been completed by the L niversit\' of
Illinois Press with a facsimile reprint
of a rare translation of "Discourse on
Bodies in Water."
Galileo wrote the orginal in Italian
in 1612. It was translated in 1665 by
Thomas Salu.sbury. Only eight copies
of that translation now exist, two in
America. That from the library of Man-
hattan College was used in preparing
the new L . of I. book.
Stillman Drake of San Mateo, Calif.,
author of several books on Galileo, pre-
pared introduction and notes. Drake is
a municipal finance consultant in San
Francisco.
Automation has its problems too. At
one plant, a two-dimensional cutting
operation was aborted recently, when
one motion jammed and other con-
tinued. The result was that the cutting
tool chewed through the workpiece and
then the table, in a kind of "automated
hara-kiri."
Westinghouse Delivers
Thermoelectric Generator
A lOO-watt thermonuclear generator,
designed and built by the Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, has been delivered
to the Northern Illinois Gas Comany.
Aurora, Illinois. The unit will be used
for cathodic protection of pipelines and
for charging batteries of a microwave
relay communications system of North-
ern Illinois Gas Company. This repre-
sents one of the first industrial applica-
tions of thermoelectric power genera-
tors.
GE Enters New Area
The General Electric Company has
announced it will enter a new merchan-
dise area involving products designed
for teaching and self-education.
The Company's initial step will be
represented by a line of educational
electronic science kits which will be in-
troduced at Chicago's Hobby Industry'
Association Show. The kits in General
Electric's current line are designed to
teach the basic principles of transistor
electronics. They will be manufactured
by the Company's Radio Receiver De-
partment, here.
'Hams' Receive Awards
Two radio "hams" whose trans-Pa-
cific experiments have opened new hori-
zons in ultra-high-frequency communi-
cations, will share this year's Edison
Radio Amateur Eward sponsored by
General Electric.
John T. Chambers. 40, Palos Verdes
Estates, near Los Angeles, Calif., and
Ralph E. Thomas, 57, of Kahuhu
Oahu, Hawaii, were chosen joint win-
ners here Januar>- 27, 1961, by a panel
of three judges.
A S500 cash prize and trophy have
been awarded annually for the past nine
years for outstanding public ser\-ice by
a single radio amateur.
Rules
Iv:
If she
If she
former.
If she
If she
If she
If she
If she
If she
If she
If she
If she
for handling women electrical-
talks too much—interrupter,
wants to be an angel—^Trans-
meets you half way—Receiver,
gets too excited—Controller,
gets up in the air—Condenser,
is hungr\'—Feeder,
sings inharmoniously—Tuner,
is wrong—Rectifier,
is too fat—Reducer,
gossips too much—Regulator,
wants to get married—Resistor.
Porter: "Did you miss the train, sir?"
Runnning Passenger: "No! I didn't
like the looks of it, so I chased it out
of the station."'
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If your sights are set on nuclear power-
-youllfind
Photography
at Work
with you
Already engineers working with
nuclear power have learned that only
utmost purity of materials and metic-
ulous accuracy in manufacture can be
tolerated in a reactor. Steels for the
reactors and reactor vessels are checked
for make-up and molecular structure
with photomicrography and x-rav dif-
fraction. Welds are proved sound and
moderators flawless with radiographv.
And stresses likely to occur are studied
in advance with photo-elastic stress
analysis.
In this new-day industry, as in any
field on which you set your sights,
photography plays a part in making a
better product, in producing it easier,
in selling it faster. It cuts costs and
saves time all along the line.
-So. in whatever you plan to do, take
full advantage of all the ways photog-
raphy can help.
CAREERS WITH KODAK:
With photography and photographic proc-
esses becoming increasingly important in
the business and industry of tomorrow,
there are new and challenging opportunities
at Kodak in research, engineering, elec-
tronics, design, sales, and production.
If you are looking for such an interesting
opportunity, write for information about
careers with Kodak. .Address: Business and
Technical Personnel Department, Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N ^^
Mock-up of the Shippingport (Pa.) .Atomic Power Station reactor
%\hich was designed and develofjed by the Westinghousc Electric
Corpyoration under the direction of and in technical cooperation
with the Xaval Reactors Branch. U.S. .Atomic Energy Commission.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.
I One ofe t a series
Q. Mr. Savage, should young engineers
join professional engineering socie-
ties?
A. By all means. Once engineers
have graduated from college
they are immediately "on the
outside looking in," so to speak,
of a new social circle to which
they must earn their right to be-
long. Joining a professional or
technical society represents a
good entree.
Q, How do these societies help young
engineers?
A. The members of these societies
—mature, knowledgeable men
—
have an obligation to instruct
those who follow after them.
Engineers and scientists—as pro-
fessional people—are custodians
of a specialized body or fund of
knowledge to which they have
three definite responsibilities.
The first is to generate new
knowledge and add to this total
fund. The second is to utilize
this fund of knowledge in service
to society. The third is to teach
this knowledge to others, includ-
ing young engineers.
Q. Specifically, what benefits accrue
from belonging to these groups?
A. There are many. For the young
engineer, affiliation serves the
practical purpose of exposing his
work to appraisal by other scien-
tists and engineers. Most impor-
tant, however, technical societies
enable young engineers to learn
of work crucial to their own.
These organizations are a prime
source of ideas— meeting col-
leagues and talking with them,
reading reports, attending meet-
ings and lectures. And, for the
young engineer, recognition of
his accomplishments by asso-
ciates and organizations gener-
ally heads the list of his aspira-
tions. He derives satisfaction
from knowing that he has been
identified in his field.
Interview with General Electric's
Charles F. Savage
Consultant— Engineering Professional Relations
Ho^ Professional Societies
Help Develop Young Engineers
Q. What contribution is the young en-
gineer expected to make as an ac-
tive member of technical and pro-
fessional societies?
A. First of all, he should become
active in helping promote the
objectives of a society by prepar-
ing and presenting timely, well-
conceived technical papers. He
should also become active in
organizational administration.
This is self-development at work,
for such efforts can enhance the
personal stature and reputation
of the individual. And, I might
add that professional develop-
ment is a continuous process,
starting prior to entering col-
lege and progressing beyond
retirement. Professional aspira-
tions may change but learning
covers a person's entire life span.
And, of course, there are dues to
be paid. The amount is grad-
uated in terms of professional
stature gained and should al-
ways be considered as a personal
investment in his future.
Q. How do you go about joining pro-
fessional groups?
A. While still in school, join student
chapters of societies right on
campus. Once an engineer is out
working in industry, he should
contact local chapters of techni-
cal and professional societies, or
find out about them from fellow
engineers.
Q. Does General Electric encourage par-
ticipation in technical and profes-
sional societies?
A. It certainly does. General Elec-
tric progress is built upon cre-
ative ideas and innovations. The
Company goes to great lengths
to establish a climate and in-
centive to yield these results.
One way to get ideas is to en-
courage employees to join pro-
fessional societies. Why? Because
General Electric shares in recog-
nition accorded any of its indi-
vidual employees, as well as the
common pool of knowledge that
these engineers build up. It can't
help but profit by encouraging
such association, which sparks
and stimulates contributions.
Right now, sizeable numbers of
General Electric employees, at
all levels in the Company, belong
to engineering societies, hold re-
sponsible offices, serve on work-
ing committees and handle im-
portant assignments. Many are
recognized for their outstanding
contributions by honor and
' medal awards.
These general observations em-
phasize that General Electric
does encourage participation. In
indication of the importance of
this view, the Company usually
defrays a portion of the expense
accrued by the men involved in
supporting the activities of these
various organizations. Remem-
ber, our goal is to see every man
advance to the full limit of his
capabilities. Encouraging him to
join Professional Societies is one
way to help him do so.
Mr. Savage has copies of the booklet
"Your First 5 Years" published by
the Engineers' Council tor Profes-
sional Development which you may
have for the asking. Simply write to
Mr. C. F. Savage, Section 959-12,
General Electric Co., Schenectady
5, N. Y.
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